Easy Evidence
Management for
Law Enforcement
Because a single piece
of lost evidence could
be hard to explain.
PERIOD.
With the PADtrax® RFID Evidence
Management solution you will:
Know what’s entering and exiting
your evidence vault
Reduce theft and losses
Manage evidence transfers
Maintain chain of custody reporting

If you need accuracy and accountability
of your evidence, you need PADtrax.

RAPID, ACCURATE
INVENTORY

MANAGE EVIDENCE,
CHAIN OF CUSTODY

Using a handheld device, inventory of an entire
50’x 50’ evidence vault can be collected in a matter
of minutes!

Track or locate missing or misplaced evidence
items. Safely transfer evidence to other agencies
or personnel with electronic signatures.

Over
99%

Inventory Accuracy

Up To
95%

Reduction in Labor

CONTACT US TODAY FOR A
FREE CONSULTATION.

225-791-7797
www.padtrax.com
www.caassociates.com

Meet Our Endorsement Team
SHERIFF PATRICK CANULETE

16 years as St. Tammany Parish Sheriff
Two time recipient of
Ekls Citizen of The Year Award
George Washington Medal Winner

ASSISTANT CHIEF RANDALL DUNAWAY

35 years Baker Police Dept.
Past Commander of Criminal Investigations,
Narcotics, Internal Affairs, Evidence
First department to use RFID to track evidence

CHIEF BILL LANDRY

34 years of law enforcement services (retired)
16 years as Gonzales Police Chief
Graduate of FBI National Academy 181st Session
Past President and active member of Louisiana
Association of Chiefs of Police

About PadTrax®

Item Tracking

PADtrax® software from C&A Associates
uses RFID technology to enhance evidence
accountability, increase transfer efficiency
and automate chain-of-custody reporting.
Using radio waves and passive RFID tags,
evidence items are detected from a distance,
providing the ability to track their movement
and to rapidly inventory and locate them.

Each item's profile can be expanded to include
custom data fields, which can be dynamically
defined by a user. Typical item information
includes, but is not limited to:

We provide you with everything you need to
implement your RFID solution, including:
• RFID Tag selection and placement
• Existing asset & file conversion services
• Software with installation training & support
• Materials inventory handling & logistics
• expertise
• Hardware selection, installation & support
• Optional customization

MIKE KNAPS
CHIEF OF POLICE

• Description
• Case Number
• Evidence Number
• Suspect/Victim
• Acquisition Date
• Accountability Reports
• Signature (PDF)
• Movements Time & Date Stamped
• Intuitive Location Tracking
• Characteristics of Item
• Officer Notes
• Full Database Research

Contact us for a demonstration today!
(225) 791-7797

“It took a minute to sell me on this,” notes Chief of Police Mike (”Snapper”) Knaps, of
Baker Police Department. “I’m very on top of technology and our goal is to make this
department as advanced as we can possibly be. In fact, we’re one of the most
advanced Police Departments in the nation,” asserts Chief Knaps. “RFID is right up
there in the with GPS technology and body cameras - it’s that important to us.”

Patent Approved
The PADtrax® software has been awarded a patent from
the U.S. Patent Office.This is the first product of its kind
in the law enforcement market to receive a patent for
evidence tracking.

